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VIEWLEX INTRODUCES MARK IIA: 
A "MAJOR" PLANETARIUM AT LOW COST 
The Planetariums Unlimited Division 
of Viewlex, Inc., has just introduced the 
new Mark IIA Planetarium. Offering the 
features of accuracy and flexrbility of 
"major" capability planetariums at a 
fraction of the cost, the Mark IIA makes 
it possible for schools, colleges and mu-
seums to afford a sophisticated plane-
tarium, which up to now they could not 
consider for economic reasons. 
The new Mark IIA planetarium has 17 
bright star projectors and six deep-sky 
objects. Sharp, pinpoint star images (less 
than 7.0mm in a 30-foot dome, 9.5mm 
in a 40-foot dome) is positioned to al-
most one minute of arc accuracy on 
plates. The Mark IIA also features pole-
to-pole coverage of the celestial sphere 
to the instrument's magnitude limit, as 
faint as 6.0 if desired, and elliptical 
(Keplerian) motion on sun and planets. 
There is ,a foll-gear interlock on all solar 
system projectors, yet any projector can be set quickly for a far-off epoch. A moon 
projector permits elective phasing without sacrificing the reliability and accuracy 
of the gear-interlock drive system. 
Movable sunrise and sunset glow projectors permit these effects to be positioned, 
from the operator's console, for any season as well as to create polar twilight ef-
fects. Three motorized variable star projectors for Mira, Algol and Delta Cephei vary 
the brightness of these stars according to their light curves. Individually-colored co-
ordinates include ecliptic, equator, meridian, north and south celestial poles, azi-
muth, altitude (motorized), precession circle with north ecliptic pole, zenith and 
projected cardinal points which reverse automatically over the poles. 
The sophisticated 'Control console of the Mark IIA permits the instrument to be 
set "blind" by the operator. Readout dials show latitude, moon phase, year (with 
months calibrated to every 10 days), the sun's position with sunrise warning light, 
sidereal time and position of the sunrise/sunset glows. 
For complete information write Viewlex, Inc., Planetariums Unlimited Division, 
Holbrook, N.Y. 11741. 
